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THEORE% (X, T) Is a transformation e r o u ~ ,  T is the 
3- 
additive gralp of real numbers, X is a subspa plane, x 
apoint of I[ such hat xt # x for t # O s  then fix), the or\Eit df -4- 
*, This res* is it is pmvd in a paper written by 
aad W. Rnchel in proof we present belaw seems sppreciab& s*&r 
. *  
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In this paper the orbit of a point x E: X is called xecufiePt if every 
pelghborhmd of x contains points rt with t E T arbitrarily large. The 
classical term for recurrewe is stability in  the sen86 of Poisson. 
local cross sections which are simple arcs. 
-e nreg mention that the theorem follavs very easily if one ~8sumes that there are 
Havever, the proof of the d s t e n c e  - of such erose sections is less elementary than the method we use in our proOiO 
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0 = 9(-1). 
- (3) 
(4) 
vt-1,oI n w = @; 
vr0,11 n u = 8. 
'phese tbree %qpll&ians can be EMlaDarleed by saJrfng that the orbit 
Interchange between the three sets U, V, W 01i y in the cyclic order 
u 3 v +v 4 0. 
t(x) can 
caaprlement ob J*j let G denotethis ccmpneat and E theother. 
On the other hand, it follovs fram (5),  (6) and (7) that 
. .  
I\*.- 
* 
Ibe maan G is separated by (5, 3) U v Id0 two sub-regions: G* bounded 
(5, 5) U v and G” b-ed by (5, 5) U w U (9 x6) U v, 
[cf. figure 2.1. Due to  (g), U does not meet the boundary of G”; on the other 
band, due t o  (8), it does meet the arc (5, x4), which is outside of G”. 
U being connected, we thus have 
. 
f : 
mce t(x) is recurrent, and x IS an interior point of 
v n G, there is an s E: t(x) such that "6 < s and s E: v n G.  hen 
8 )  n U # ## due t o  (7). We show: 
(I)  he first point of (xe s) n u, sw p, is i n  E, 
before the orbit enters G', and a first point r2 E E* after rl. Since the 
badazdes of E and 0' can be crossed only on v and v, respectively, 
we have rl e v( W and r2 B vc  V. On the other hand# (r18 r2) c G", which 
.< .- 
I 
togekher xtth (IO) implies (r%, r2) n U = 6. But n& ve hsve a contradiction 
vith (7), so the assumption that 
I 
I (x )  l e  recup-ent is false. 
tFc are &rateAil to  Joseph Auslander for conversations w h i c h  resulted 
in this paper. 
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